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ABSTRACT
Although numerous social and institutional histories of 
eighteenth-century Virginia deal at length with the parish 
vestry system and mention its responsibility for the care 
of the poor, no study of the poor in Virginia exists. The 
purpose of this study is to examine civil and ecclesiastical 
records and analyze methods of poor relief and causes of 
public dependency in Albemarle Parish, Virginia from 1742 to 
1787.
While they were a small portion of the population, 
parishioners who for any reason were incapable of maintaining 
themselves were an important concern of the community. When 
possible, the indigent were apprenticed, exempted from taxes, 
and employed by the parish in order to provide relief while 
keeping expenses at a minimum. A fourth method of relief, 
subsidies to the poor, was the greatest annual parochial 
expense after salaries of the minister and church officers.
A fairly continuous run of court and church records for 
Albemarle Parish in Surry and Sussex Counties, Virginia for 
a forty-five year period indicates that a comprehensive 
cradle-to-grave system of aid operated in eighteenth-century 
Virginia. Investigation of extant statutes indicates this 
colonial system of poor relief evolved mainly from English 
precedent and continued through social and political turmoil 
of the 1770’s into the post-Revolutionary era.
THE CARE OF THE POOR IN ALBEMARLE PARISH,
SURRY AND SUSSEX COUNTIES, VIRGINIA 
1742 - 1787
INTRODUCTION
If historians are products of their places in history 
and their interpretations of the past reflect present 
knowledge and biases, it is also true that the subjects 
they choose to study reflect the current interests of their 
society. In the last fifteen years, minorities and socially 
oppressed groups have become topics of popular concern, 
Attempts to equalize economic, political, and social 
advantages for all segments of American society re-emphasize 
the importance of the mass of the citizenry, people who as 
individuals have no noticeable impact on history.
Current historical literature reflects this new interest 
in ordinary people, and recent publications include studies 
of women, workers, and racial minorities.^ Members of these
^See for example: William H. Chafe, The American Woman:
Her Changing Social, Economic and Political Role, 19 2 0-1970
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1972) ; Barbara Walter,
"The CuIt of True Womanhood, 18 2 0-1860," American Quarterly,
18 (Summer 1966), 151-174; Joseph R. Conlin, Bread and Roses 
Too: Studies of the Wobblies (Westport, Connecticut,
Greenwood Publishing Co., 1969); Howard M. Gitelman,
Workingmen of Waltham: Mobility in American Urban Industrial
Development, 1850-1890 (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1974); Gary B. Nash, Red, White, and Black (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974); Humbert Nelli, 
Italians in Chicago , 1880-19 30 : A S fcudy in Ethnic Mobility
(New York, Oxford University Press, 19 70).
2
3and other groups which constituted large segments of society 
left little written evidence of their existence as a result 
of political inactivity--whether imposed or assumed, 
illiteracy, and subservient social and economic roles, This 
lack of evidence complicates the study of such groups and 
prompts historians to label them the 'Inarticulate."
Since primary sources of information concerning the 
inarticulate seldom include collections of private papers, it 
is necessary to examine public documents. Particularly 
useful are registers of voters, tax and census lists, and 
institutional records such as those of schools, churches, and 
courts. Thorough study of these sources to discover 
commonplace patterns of life in past societies rather than 
merely to locate specific information pertaining to one 
person, place, or event, is a new technique of historical 
research.
One group of colonial inarticulate neglected until 
recently by historians is the poor. While those in Boston, 
New York, and Philadelphia have received attention in the 
last ten years, no study of the poor in rural Virginia 
e x i s t s .  ^ Social and institutional histories of colonial
^Allan Kulikoff, "The Progress of Inequality in 
Revolutionary Boston," William and Mary Quarterly, 3d Ser., 
XXVIII (1971), 375-412; Raymond A. Mohl, "Poverty in Early
America, A Reappraisal: The Case of Eighteenth-Century New
York City," New York History , L (1969), 5-27; Gary B. Nash, 
"Poverty and Poor Relief in Pre-Revolutionary Philadelphia," 
William and Mary Quarterly , 3d Ser., XXXIII (1976) , 3-30 .
4Virginia, whether as comprehensive as those of Philip 
Alexander Bruce and Richard L. Morton or as narrow as M.A. 
theses, have focused on the influential parish vestry 
system.^ Vestry duties included care of the parish poor, 
but this responsibility has not been studied in detail. By 
examining the minutes of the vestry of Albemarle Parish in 
Surry and Sussex Counties, Virginia, from 174 2 to 1787, this 
thesis proposes to analyze methods of relief and causes of 
public dependency in one eighteenth-century Virginia 
community.
Albemarle Parish provides an unusually good opportunity 
for a study of this type. Both the vestry book for the 
years 1742 to 1787 and the church register for the years 
1739 to 17S7 exist. Surry County records for the years 
1741 to the formation of Sussex in 1753 are available. In 
that year, Sussex County was formed from the southern 
portion of Surry, and the new county and Albemarle Parish 
became coterminous. Sussex County records are extant for 
the years 17 54 to 1787, providing a continuous run of county 
records for the forty-five years covered by parish sources 
that are the subject of this study.
o
Philip Alexander Bruce, Institutional History of 
Virginia in the Seventeenth Century (New York, B.P. Putnam's 
Sons, 19.10); Richard L. Morton, Colonial Virginia (Chapel 
Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1960). For a 
summary of the vestry system see William H. Seiler, "The 
Anglican Parish in Virginia," in James Morton Smith, ed., 
Seventeenth-Century America: Essays in Colonial Hi story
(Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1959), 
119-142.
5Albemarle Parish was erected in 1739 as the result of 
steadily expanding population in an area of small planters 
growing tobacco and grain. As usual in Virginia's parochial 
organization, the governing body, the vestry, was responsible 
for a combination of ecclesiastical and civil duties 
including the care of the poor.
While no comprehensive body of Virginia law existed to 
provide legal guidance for poor relief, the General Assembly 
passed several acts following precedents established in the 
English Poor Law of 1601. Similar to its Elizabethan model 
in administration and the method of collecting funds, the 
system of aid to the indigent which developed in colonial 
Albemarle Parish survived the ecclesiastical and economic 
disruptions of the 1770's and was adopted by county overseers 
of the poor when relief became a civil concern in 17 86.
Lack of specificity in statutes concerning poor relief 
is surprising considering the amounts of tobacco and 
currency involved. Acting as business agents of the vestry, 
churchwardens received substantial parish revenue from sales 
of tobacco paid in levies and from fines imposed by the 
county court. From these funds, on behalf of the vestry, 
churchwardens administered subsidies to the indigent, either 
directly in the form of a dole or indirectly through 
assignment of custody to responsible parishioners. In 
addition, churchwardens administered other forms of poor 
relief: apprenticeships, tax exemption, and parish
6employment. Financial records of the parish and vestry 
minutes indicate that the care of the poor was a major 
parochial concern.
In this study it should be noted, the term "poor" is 
defined as anyone who for any reason required aid from the 
parish, or action by the vestry or county court, to prevent 
him or her becoming a parish charge. Extant records do 
not permit an accurate count of the needy, but they indicate 
a steady increase in the number of aid recipients which 
corresponds to the rate of increase in population.
Estimates suggest that in spite of increasing numbers, the 
percentage of the total population which required relief 
was low. Collation of court and vestry orders with entries 
in the parish register reveals social interaction among 
individuals in this segment of the population and suggests 
that they might have formed a social stratum. Vestry minutes 
describe several categories of poor: indigent children--
including orphans without estates, bastards, neglected or 
abandoned children, and children of needy families; the sick 
and infirm; widows; and the old. References of aid to these 
groups evince the existence of a comprehensive cradle-to~ 
grave system of poor relief in eighteenth-century Albemarle 
Parish.
CHAPTER I
ORIGINS OF SURRY COUNTY, ALBEMARLE PARISH,
AND SUSSEX COUNTY
Eight days before landing at Jamestown, Englishmen 
visited the area which is now Surry County, Virginia. On 
May 5, 1607, a party led by John Smith landed on the south 
bank of the James River and briefly explored the area 
inhabited by Algonquin Indian groups. In spite of a friendly 
reception and favorable impressions of "pleasant Springs" and 
"the goodliest Corne fieldes that ever was seene in any 
Countrey,1 the party continued upriver, and after further 
explorations landed at Jamestown on May 13.4
Establishing their colony on the north shore of the 
James, the transplanted Englishmen drew an analogy between 
their situation and that of London whose environs south of 
the Thames lay in the shire of Surrey. The land "over 
against Jamestown" became the Surrey side, a designation 
which later gave the county name.
Before 16 2 3 settlement spread "over the water" from 
Jamestown and the muster of that year recorded 141
^Lyon G. Tyler, ed., Narratives of Early Virginia 
(New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1907), 14.
7
8inhabitants of Surry. In the following year population 
increased by more than 17 percent to 165 persons including 
women, children, and servants.-*
Generally new ecclesiastical units were erected before 
population growth justified formation of new counties. In 
1639 Surrey side residents cited the inconvenience of 
upriver travel to attend church at Jamestown in successfully 
petitioning for establishment of Lawne's Creek Parish.
Seven years later, another petition to the General Assembly 
resulted in establishment of Southwark Parish, named for a 
sister parish in London south of the Thames.^
Continued population growth resulted in the formation 
of Surry County by 165?.. ^ Its boundaries were Isle of Wight 
County on the east and Charles City County (the present 
Prince George and Dinwiddle counties) on the west. These 
boundaries ran in nearly parallel lines from the James River 
"backwards as farr as this /Virginia/ government extends."  ^
Surry County therefore included portions of the present state 
of North Carolina until 17 2 8 when the boundary between 
Virginia and North Carolina was established. Flowing from
^Kev.in Peter Kelly, "Economic and Social Development of 
Seventeenth-Century Surry County, Virginia" (Ph.D diss., 
University of Washington, 1972), 12.
^William Waller Hening, comp., Statutes At Large, Being 
a Collection of All the Laws of Virginia (New York, 182 3),
I, 229, 347. ' ' ~
^Hening, Statutes, I, 373. There is no extant record 
of the exact date of the county’s formation.
^Hening, Statutes, III, 486.
9west to east, the Blackwater River bisected the county and 
marked bounds of legal settlement until 1710. However, 
expansion south of the Blackwater River occurred before that 
date, and petitions to the county court for new churches and 
roads indicate the entire county was well settled by the 
17 30's. In 17 32 the portion of Surry between the southern 
branch of the Nottoway River and North Carolina was 
reassigned to Brunswick County which had been formed earlier 
west of Surry.^
Despite the loss of some Lawne1s Creek and Southwark 
parishioners to St. Andrews Parish in Brunswick County, 
growth in population encouraged creation of a third parish 
in lower Surry in 17 38:
I WHEREAS, by reason of the large extent of the 
two adjacent parishes of Southwark, and Lawn's 
Creek, in the county of Surry, .the ministers and 
inhabitants thereof labour under great difficulties 
and inconveniences: For the removal of which, for 
the future,
II Be it enacted, by the Lieutenant Governor,
Council , and Burgesses, of this present Gepejrai_
Assembly, and it is hereby enacted by the authority 
of the same, That from and after the first day of 
January, in the year of our lord one thousand 
seven hundred and thirty eight, the said parishes 
of Southwark, and Lawns-creek, shall, be divided by 
the river Black water: And those parts of the
said parish, situated on the north side of the said 
river, united and erected into one parish, to be 
called the parish of Southwark: And those parts
thereof on the south side of the said river, united 
and erected into one other distinct parish, to be 
called the parish of Albemarle.10
^Charles F. Cocke, Parish Lines, Diocese of Southern 
Virginia (Richmond, Virginia: The Virginia State Library,
1964), 257.
l^Hening, Statutes, V, 75-76.
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But despite continued rapid growth and greater accessibility 
of churches and chapels, the area remained rural with some 
of the roughness of a frontier society including public 
drunkards, swearers, and cases of assault and battery.
Between 1742 and 1753 the number of county tithables 
rose from 2,9 21 to 3,6 86 representing a population growth of 
26.19 percent. During this period more than half of the 
Surry County tithables were Albemarle parishioners. Because 
of the size of the county, the people of lower Surry 
complained that commerce was difficult a2id travel to the 
courthouse to conduct public business time-consuming and 
expensive. In 1753 residents of the area south of the 
Blackwater River successfully petitioned for formation of a 
new unit of local government, and the act of the General 
Assembly creating Sussex County became effective February 1, 
1754 . It reassigned a small, portion of Albemarle Parish 
to Southwark, thus making the new county and Albemarle 
Parish coterminous. Graph I , which plots county and parish 
population on the basis of tithable totals in extant levies, 
indicates only a slight loss to Southwark Parish (42 tith­
ables) despite the shift in boundaries.
Sussex’s economy was similar to that of the mother 
county. Both were areas of tobacco production by small 
planters who also produced grain crops requiring construction 
of a number of water mills. The rate of increase of county
•^Hening, Statutes, VI, 384-385.
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population (28.5 percent) from 2,179 tithables in 1754 to 
2,800 in 1775 is slightly more than the rate of growth between 
1742 and 1753 (26.1 percent), and Graph I demonstrates a 
steady increase in both county and parish population into the 
1770's. Yet although petitions to the county court suggest 
that Sussex County was still growing in the Revolutionary 
period, records of frequent payments of bounties for wolves' 
heads reveal that the wildness of a frontier society remained.
CHAPTER II
LEGAL BASES OF THE SYSTEM OF POOR RELIEF 
IN ALBEMARLE PARISH
Legal guidance for care of the poor in colonial 
Virginia developed piecemeal from an English antecedent, the 
Poor Law of 1601. This act provided the basis for the care 
of the English poor until social reform movements in the 
nineteenth century led to legislation more appropriate to 
a modern industrial nation. Although Virginia statutes 
concerning poor relief are not specific and do not 
systematically describe responsibility for the indigent or 
administration of aid, they are traceable to this English 
precedent. While Virginians did not restrict themselves to 
English example or force solutions proven in the mother 
country on the colonial situation, the composition and opera­
tion of English and colonial agencies responsible for poor 
relief were similar.
The 1601 "Acte for the Releife /sic/ of the Poore" was 
specific and comprehensive. Among other provisions, it 
required that churchwardens and "substantial householders" 
of the parish apprentice all children whose parents were 
unable to train or maintain them. These officials were also 
required and empowered to tax every inhabitant of the parish
14
15
and collect assessments “by Distress" if necessary in order 
to provide "competent sumes of Money for and towardes the 
necessarie Releife of the lame impotente olde blinde and 
such other amonge them beinge poore and not able to work.”
In addition to such assessments, all fines and forfeitures 
resulting from enforcement of the act were to be used for the 
poor in the parish where an offense occurred.
No statute regarding poor relief was recorded in Virginia 
until 1642; presumably, before that date the colonists 
followed English precedent. However, the act of that year 
indicated colonial practice was not limited to patterns 
established in the English Poor Law of 1601. The Virginia 
General Assembly provided a sensible form of relief without 
specific parallel in the Elizabethan poor law. It ordered 
that "divers poore people... disabled to labour by reason of 
sickness, lameness or age" be given "certificate to the 
commissioners /i.e. the county court justices who set the 
county levies/...to testifie their poverty which shall free 
them from all publique charges except the ministers' & parish 
duties."13
Other Virginia statutes more closely paralleled the 
English law. In 1646 the General Assembly cited the "great 
wisdom" of Parliament and followed English precedent in 
requiring justices of the peace to bind out to tradesmen or
12The Statutes of the Realm, 1215-1714, Printed by Command 
of King George the Third (London, 1819), IV, 962-965.
13fiening, statutes, I, 24 2.
16
husbandmen children of "parents whose poverty extends not 
to give them breeding."-^ This ambiguous description 
provided a legal basis in Virginia for apprenticing indigent 
children, a method of poor relief frequently employed to 
avoid the cost to the parish of feeding, clothing, and 
training the children. In addition, apprenticeship 
prevented future liabilities by providing all children 
instruction m  a trade. J
By 16 57 the number of colonial laws passed and their 
frequent revisions had created legal confusion. In March 
of that year the General Assembly solved the problem by 
recording all laws then in force and providing that only 
those so recorded were to be considered in effect. The 
first act listed, entitled Church Government Settled, 
combined several earlier statutes concerning parochial 
administration. In addition to summarizing previous laws, 
this act included the first explicit statutory statement 
of the Virginia vestry's responsibility for poor relief. It 
is unclear whether the act's reference to the poor was 
another statement of an earlier act which is now missing, or 
perhaps new statutory justification for practices already in 
effect. 1-6 while the 16 57 act established vestry responsibility
-^Hening, Statutes, I, 336.
1 Aliening, Statutes, II, 29 8.
^Howard Mackey assumes Virginia legislation concerning 
poor relief followed colonial practice based on English 
precedent, "The Operation of the English Old Poor Law in 
Colonial Virginia," The Virginia Magazine of History and 
Biography, LXXIII (19 65), 32.
17
for aid to the needy, methods of administration remained
unspecified:
Be it enacted by this present Grand Assembly 
concerning Church government as followeth 
that all matters concerning the vestrey, 
their agreements with their ministers, 
touching the church-wardeiis , the poore and 
other things concerninge the parishes or 
parishioners respectively be referred to 
their owne ordering and disposeing from 
time to time as they shall think fitt....
An earlier act had provided a method of raising 
operating funds for the "ordering and disposeing" of these 
matters. It required that "there be a vestrie held in each 
parish, for the rnakeing of the leavies and assessments for 
such uses as are requisite and necessary for the repairing 
of the churches, &c." ^  The catchall "&c." included the 
care of the poor. Albemarle Parish's authority to tax 
parishioners paralleled the authority of English church­
wardens and householders responsible for the poor, and 
vestry minutes used language similar to that of the English 
Poor Law of 16 01 to empower officials to collect "by 
Distress" if necessary.
As was the case under English law, wrongdoers in Virginia 
provided additional funds for poor relief. Colonial statutes 
provided fines for the use of the poor for a variety of 
offenses committed by free persons. Fines imposed by the 
county court and itemized credits in churchwardens' accounts
l^Hening, Statutes ■ 1 / 432-433. 
•^Hening, Statutes, I, 240.
18
indicate that violations most frequently producing income 
for Albemarle Parish were sabbath-breaking, swearing, drunk­
enness, and bastardy.
In the absence of a comprehensive poor law, the legal 
framework for care of the indigent in Albemarle Parish is 
scattered through Virginia statutes. Throughout the 
colonial period, new legislation frequently restated the 
outlines of poor care mentioned above. While meanings did 
not change, later wording often decreased ambiguity. For 
example, in 17 27 parishioners eligible for relief were 
defined as those who had been residents of a parish for at 
least one year; others requiring aid were to be returned 
to the parish of their last residence.^
The differences between English and Virginia lav/s 
reflected differences between mother, country and colony.
Given the colonial demand for labor, for example, English 
provisions for employing the idle adult poor in workhouses 
were unnecessary and were not mentioned in colonial 
legislation before 17 5 5 when that option was allowed for 
parishes unable to care for their charges by other methods.^  
This form of relief was never attempted in Albemarle Parish 
and legislative references to vacant and dilapidated 
poorhouses indicate it was seldom a practical solution to the 
problem of the Virginia poor.
19p}ening, S tatutes, IV, 210. 
20nening, Statutes, VI, 4 7 5-478.
19
With the Revolution and increasing sentiment favoring a 
disestablished church, Virginia laws altered traditional 
parochial arrangements. In 1776 ministerial salaries and 
church expenses were eliminated from the list of liabilities 
covered by parish-wide levies. Vestries, however, were to 
continue "to levy and assess on all tithables within their 
respective parishes, as well dissenters as others...to 
continue such future provision for the poor in their 
respective parishes as they have hitherto by law been 
accustomed to make."21
In the spring of 17 86 poor relief became a civil 
responsibility throughout Virginia.22 Freeholders of every 
county were ordered to elect "overseers of the poor," county 
officers empowered to assess all tithables in the county to 
collect "competent sums of money, or tobacco... for the 
necessary relief and support of all such poor, lame, 
impotent, blind, and other inhabitants of their said county 
as are not able to maintain themselves."23
While breaking statutory tradition of over two hundred 
years of ecclesiastical responsibility for poor relief, this 
act of the Commonwealth of Virginia like those of the colony
2lHening, S tatutes, IX, 164-167. Julian P. Boyd et. al. , 
eds., The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, I (Princeton, New 
Jersey, 1950), 532.
2^]3Uring the early 1780's specific ineffectual vestries 
had been dissolved by statute and their responsibility for the 
poor had been transferred to civil officials. Hening,
Statutes, X, 288-290.
2~3Hening, Statutes, XII, 27.
20
closely paralleled the English Poor Law of 1601. The title 
"overseers of the poor" had no precedent in Virginia law 
until legislation made elected civil officials responsible 
for the care of the poor. However, the title is found in 
the Elizabethan antecedent. In both England and Virginia 
these officers were directly responsible to the county 
judiciary with no reference to an ecclesiastical body. 
Provisions for relief outlined in the new act were those 
traceable through colonial statutes to the English poor 
law. Specifics of language such as "competent sums" to 
provide "necessary relief" for the lame, impotent, blind,1 
and other poor of the neighborhood evidenced the familiarity 
of Revolutionary Virginia legislators with English precedent.
CHAPTER III
ADMINISTRATION OF POOR RELIEF IN ALBEMARLE PARISH
Albemarle Parish was typical of parochial organization 
in Virginia.24 The vestry, composed according to statute of 
twelve leading householders, was a self-perpetuating body 
which convened as often as necessary to conduct parish 
business, usually three times a year. Vestrymen served for 
life, or until resignation, and thereby afforded continuity 
and stability in parochial affairs. Frequently they also 
served concurrent terms as county court justices, a 
situation which encouraged complementary ecclesiastical and 
civil action. Because of the close relationship between the 
established church and the state, responsibilities of the 
vestry included secular duties. In addition to hiring a 
minister, maintaining church property, and levying taxes for 
church expenses, vestrymen presented wrongdoers to the county 
court, administered court orders to procession the parish 
and record property boundaries, and administered aid to the 
indigent.
^^Bruce, Institutional History; Morton, Colonia1 Virginia, 
II, 4 66; John Frederic Page, "The Role of the Vestry in Late 
Seventeenth-Century Virginia: Christ Church Parish,
Middlesex County, 1661-1680 and 1695-1710" (M.A. thesis,
College of William and Mary, 19 69); William H. Seiler, "The 
Anglican Parish in Tidewater Virginia, 1607-1776" (Ph.D. diss., 
State University of Iowa, 1948).
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Since meetings of the vestry were up to six months 
apart, two members were appointed as churchwardens for a 
two-year term. Between vestry meetings these officials 
were responsible for carrying out all parochial business 
from the presentment of wrongdoers before the grand jury to 
mending the bucket in the church well. As business agents 
of the vestry, churchwardens received parish revenue and 
disbursed funds at the vestry's direction. They therefore 
kept accounts which were delivered to the vestry at the end 
of their terms. Acting for the vestry, they were primarily 
responsible for the administration of poor r e l i e f . 25
Statutory provision for a parish levy created a source 
of funds for salaries of the minister, clerks and sextons, 
maintenance of property, and performance of vestry duties. 
Throughout the colonial period Albemarle Parish met its 
expenses through a form of credit financing based on the 
levy. At a meeting in the fall, usually in October, the 
vestry computed expenses of the past year in pounds of 
tobacco, and divided the total by the number of tithables 
to determine the per capita tax. Subject to the tithe were 
all males over sixteen years of age and all Negro, mulatto, 
and Indian females over sixteen.
25The office of churchwarden is described in detail in 
Julia R. Lillard, "The Churchwardens in Colonial Tidewater 
Virginia" (honors thesis, College of William and Mary, 1975). 
Bruce, Institutional History, I, 93 mentioned sidesmen or 
questmen who assisted the churchwardens in performance of 
their duties, but there is no indication that the church­
wardens of Albemarle Parish had assistants.
23
Collectors appointed by the vestry, having posted 
bond for execution of the levy and payment of parish 
expenses, collected the levy in return for 6 percent of the 
assessment.^ After settling accounts against the parish 
and the salaries due the minister, clerks, and sextons, the 
collectors were responsible for sale of the remaining tobacco 
and delivery of the cash to the churchwardens.
Extant vestry minutes for Albemarle Parish cover 
forty-two years and include records of thirty-five levies. 
Only four of these in the early 17 80's were laid in 
currency; the other thirty-one were in tobacco totaling 
approximately one and a half million pounds. The collectors' 
job was clearly not a simple one. During the period 1.7 4 2 
to 1786 tithable totals ranged from 1,400 to 3,000, 
suggesting several hundred households were subject to the 
levy. From these numerous units vestry appointees annually 
collected anywhere from 26,000 to 132,000 pounds of tobacco. 
In most years their collections ranged between 30,000 to 
4 0 ,000 pounds.
From 1774 to 1779 Albemarle Parish accepted levy 
payments in tobacco or currency. Before that option was 
allowed, annual assessments averaged 20.85 pounds of tobacco 
per tithable with variations from a low of 11 to a high of
26Rent collectors in eighteenth-century Virginia also 
received a commission of 6 percent, an "ample compensation" 
according to Willard F. Bliss, "The Rise of Tenancy in 
Virginia," The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, 
LVIII (1950), 435.
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4 3 pounds. But since average individual income is unknown, 
there is no way to determine whether the per capita rate of 
taxation was burdensome. It is possible, however, to 
compare the relative burden of county and parish levies.
Because the market price of a pound of tobacco varied from 
year to year, it is first necessary to convert assessments 
in tobacco to sterling.27 jn Graph II per Capita taxes are 
plotted In pence sterling. In most years for which information 
on both county and parish levies exists, the individual 
parochial levy was consistently several times greater than 
that of the county. In twenty-seven years for which compara­
tive figures are available, the parish levy is over twelve 
times greater than that of the county in one, over three 
times greater in fourteen, and equal to or less than that of 
the county in only two.
Graph II plots parish and county assessments in pounds 
of tobacco and indicates that trends in parish levies were 
the reverse of trends in tobacco prices plotted in Graph IV. 
While prices increased from 1742 to a peak in 1759, per capita 
parish tax in tobacco declined through the 1740's to a low in 
the 17 50’s and early 17 60's. A lack of data on levies from
27a 11 conversions in this study are based on a table of 
Virginia tobacco prices and exchange rates compiled by Allan 
Kulikoff, work in progress. The average annual tobacco 
prices used in the table are from Harold B. Gill, work in 
progress, and the exchange rates of Virginia and English 
currency are from John J. McCusker, Money and Exchange in 
Europe and America, 1600-1775: A Handbook, a manuscript to
be published by the Institute of Early American History and 
Culture. Prices and conversion figures are listed in Chart 
A on page 25.
CHART A
Tobacco Prices and Exchange Rates 
1742 - 1775
Year Pence per Pound Exchange Rate
Virginia Currency Sterling
1742 1. 82 1.52 1.20
1743 1.75 1.46 1.20
1744 1.71 1.40 1.22
1745 1.59 1.24 1.28
1746 1.70 1.29 1. 32
1747 1.54 1.14 1.35
1748 1.79 1.36 1. 32
1749 1.88 1.52 1.24
1750 1. 89 1.50 1.26
1751 1.87 1.46 1.28
1752 1.93 1.49 1. 30
1753 1.85 1.42 1. 30
1754 1.85 1. 38 1.28
1755 1.95 1.51 1.29
1756 2.40 1.88 1.28
1757 2.36 1.69 1. 40
1758 2.50 1.81 1. 38
1759 4 . 16 2.97 1.40
1760 2. 37 1.68 1.41
1761 2.58 1.79 1.44
1762 2.40 1.58 1.52
1763 2. 10 1. 31 1.60
1764 1.80 1.12 1.61
1765 2 . 12 1.33 1.60
1766 2 .41 1.88 1.28
1767 2.48 1.97 1.26
1768 2.6 8 2 .14 1.25
1769 2 .85 2. 34 1.22
1770 2.55 2.16 1. 18
1771 2.50 2 . 02 1.24
1772 2 . 82 2.27 1.24
1773 2.00 1.53 1. 30
1774 1. 80 1.39 1. 30
1775 2. 57 2.14 1.20
(Sources: Table compiled by Allan Kulikoff from tobacco
prices listed by Harold B. Gill and exchange rates in John J. 
McCusker, Money and Exchange in Europe and America, 2-600-1775
A Handbook)
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the mid-1760fs prevents comparisons for those years, but a 
similar inverse relationship between tobacco prices and per 
capita taxes is evident between 17 6 8 and 1773. The graph of 
per capita tax in sterling demonstrates the same reverse 
relationship to prices with the exception of 1755 to 1762,
In those years a consistent assessment in tobacco resulted 
in a close correlation between the value of per capita taxes 
in sterling and fluctuations in tobacco prices.
Comparison of the graphs of per capita assessments and 
tobacco prices demonstrates that the vestrymen took changes 
in tobacco prices into account when determining the amount 
of tobacco to levy to cover their expenses. The vestry and 
the court attempted to balance expenses with assessments 
while keeping tax burdens as low as possible. The years in 
which county and parish assessments .did not rise and fall 
together indicate periods of unusual expense for one or the 
other. For example, an increase in county assessments 
compared to a low parish levy in 17 55 reflects expenses of 
the new county which were assessed against only three-fifths 
of the tithables liable to county tax in 1753; there is not 
a parallel increase in parochial assessments since Albemarle 
Parish had no unusual expenses as a result of separation from 
Surry County and lost only a few tithables. Similarly, an 
increase in parish tax liability compared to a decrease in 
county taxes in 17 61 coincides with a year in which the 
vestry embarked on construction of new church buildings, and
30
a decrease in the number of tithables combined with the 
enlargement of two of the parish's four churches in 17 71 
caused a sharp rise in parochial taxation compared to civil 
assessments in 1772.
The few churchwardens' accounts which exist scattered 
through the vestry book indicate that fines imposed by the 
county court were an important secondary source of revenue. 
They came into the parish treasury throughout the year and 
increased the cash reserve available to the churchwardens =
By law those guilty of a variety of offenses ranging from 
using false weights or measures to innoculating for smallpox 
within the parish were subject to fines. 28 The act forbidding 
work or travel on Sunday and absence from divine services was 
quite profitable for the parish treasury, but "An Act for the 
more effectual suppressing of Blasphemy, Swearing, Cursing, 
Drunkenness and Sabbath Breaking" and the statute which 
provided for fines for mothers of bastard children were the 
most lucrative of a l l . 29 por example, "profane swearers" 
and "lewd women" paid a total of over five pounds (Virginia 
currency) to the vestry in 1757 and eleven pounds in 1758.30
2 8piening, Statutes, IV, 40 6 ; VIII, 37 2- 37 3 .
29jiening, Statutes, I, 144; III, 168-171; IV, 213-214; 
Surry County, Virginia Order Book, 1753-1757, microfilm reel 
M-1080-17: 114, Colonial Williamsburg Research Department,
Williamsburg, Virginia, hereafter cited as Surry Orders. 
Sussex County, Virginia Order Book, 1761-1764, microfilm reel 
21: 1.51, Virginia State Library, Richmond, hereafter cited
as Sussex Orders.
30vestry Book of Albemarle Parish, Surry and Sussex 
Counties, Virginia, 1742-1787, misc. microfilm reel 382:
139, 145, Virginia State Library, Richmond, hereafter cited 
as Vestry Book.
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There were few meetings at which the county court justices 
did not set fines for swearing and bastardy, usually five 
and fifty shillings respectively. In one month of 1773 
seven swearers made obligatory contributions to relief of 
the parish poor.^  The importance of income from fines is 
indicated by the fact that in 1761 fines totaled at least 
B26:5:0, an amount which was approximately 5 percent of that 
year's l e v y . ^ 2
Vague legal guidelines empowering the vestry to 
administer relief "from time to time as they shall think 
fitt" resulted in a flexible system in which several methods 
of aid were employed. Three of the four methods administered 
by the Albemarle Parish churchwardens underscore their 
interest in caring for the poor at the lowest possible cost 
to the parish.
The care of indigent children--orphans, bastards, 
neglected and abandoned children— was a prospective 
financial problem which was solved by apprenticeship. Even 
when it was a whole family that required aid, churchwardens 
kept expenses at a minimum by binding out the children. On 
orders from the county court, churchwardens located 
parishioners, usually tradesmen, farmers, or housewives, who 
were willing to train and provide necessities for children 
in return for their labor. Minors bound out served to age
^Sussex Orders, 1770-1776, 261 (reel 22).
32vestry Book, 184.
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eighteen in the case of girls, or twenty-one if boys, at 
which time they were expected to have knowledge of a trade, 
a degree of literacy, and an allowance of cash or goods from 
their masters.^
Responsibility for parish children did not end when 
contracts of apprenticeship were made. If masters died or 
left the county, the court ordered apprentices bound out 
again. When indentures proved unsatisfactory, that is, if 
masters mistreated apprentices or failed to teach them a 
trade, complaints to the court by the apprentice or by 
someone on his behalf resulted in discharge of the original 
bond and orders to churchwardens to find a new master at 
the expense of the master at fault.34
Churchwardens could not legally bind out children 
without a court order, and there are indications that some 
orders concerning apprenticeship were issued not with the 
expectation they would be literally interpreted, but to 
provide the churchwardens with the option of arranging care 
for needy children with no expense to the parish. For 
example, in one instance seven children of one family were 
ordered bound out, but the youngest three were five years, 
three years, and one month old. While it was an option 
left open for the vestry, clearly apprenticeship was not
^George Webb, The Office and Authority of a Justice of 
Peace (Williamsburg, Virginia, 1736), 252.
34sussex Orders, 1761-1764, 120 (reel 21); 1770-1776, 
525 (reel 22); Surry Orders, 1751-1757, 183, 184, 196 
(reel M-1080-17).
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feasible, and the churchwardens cared for these children at 
parish expense for at least two years.35 jn a similar 
situation the January court of 1756 ordered apprenticeship 
for Michael Odonally's seven sons. However, the church­
wardens continued to provide for two of them for at least 
one more year, and for a third for at least six years.^
A second type of aid was tax exemption. Tithables who 
required aid received relief from parish levies, thus 
avoiding the absurd situation of a vestry supplying aid for 
payments to itself. Physical infirmity or age justified 
orders of exemption, which stated whether relief was 
temporary during the parishioner’s "Continuance Under his 
Calamity" or permanent "for the future.
In addition to exemption, churchwardens attempted to 
decrease dependency on the parish by finding work for the 
needy. Joel Barker's circumstances necessitated exemption 
from county and parish levies during the period he served as 
sexton at St. Paul's Chapel, but over the four-year period 
he received no other a i d . 38 John Bain succeeded Barker and 
served for at least twenty-two years during which time he 
received five hundred pounds of tobacco annually. His only
^Sussex Orders, 1770-1776, 116 (reel 22); Gertrude 
Richards, ed., Register of Albemarle Parish, Surry and 
Sussex Counties, 1739-1778 (Richmond, Virginia, 1958) 215,
272, 30 4; Vestry Book, 2 72, 278, 289.
^Sussex Orders, 1754-1756, 293 (reel 21); Vestry Book, 
132, 136 , 137 , 142 , 143, 175*2, 176 , 180 , 187 , 195.
37vestry Book, passim♦
38surry Orders, 1744-1751, 538 (reel M-1080-16); Vestry 
Book, 35, 41, 57, 60, 61, 64.
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additional aid was granted nine years after termination of 
his employment as sexton.^
Occasionally to reduce parish expenses for the poor, 
churchwardens enforced the statute requiring a year's 
residency in the parish for eligibility for poor relief. In 
the period 1742 to 1787 there were two instances in which 
individuals were removed from the parish. In 17 4 4 a boy,
John King Magary, "who was likely to be chargeable to the 
Parish of Albemarle was removed from thence into the Parish 
of Southwark as an inhabitant thereof." But he was not a 
resident of Southwark, and after "Mature Deliberation" the 
Surry County Court ordered that "the Church Wardens of 
Southwark Parish send back the said John King Magary into the 
said Parish of A l b e m a r l e ."^0 Magary was then kept at parish 
expense for sixteen years.
The fourth method of relief employed by Albemarle Parish 
required the expenditure of parish funds. Since county 
courts had no authority to bind out free adults, the vestry 
was forced to subsidize indigent parishioners over twenty-one 
who required more assistance than tax exemption or work on 
church property provided. Churchwardens administered two 
types of subsidies, one indirectly through the custody of
■^Vestry Book, 72, 100, 106, 109, 112, 131, 136, 142,
154, 175*5, 185, 194 , 236 , 241 , 246 , 259 , 270 , 279 , 315.
40surry Orders, 1744-3 751, 3 (reel M-1080-16); Vestry 
Book, 31, 35, 41, 57, 60, 64, 72, 100, 104, 106, 112, 131,
136 , 142, 154 , 175*5, 176 , 177 , 185.
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a parishioner who disbursed parish funds to meet the needs 
of his charge, and the other paid directly to the poor as 
a dole. The type of subsidy administered was probably 
determined by whether the recipient was able-bodied poor 
or infirm.
The first type of subsidy, that administered through
a custodian, was usually for long-term care. In an agreement
with the churchwardens, a responsible parishioner undertook
to provide food, drink, washing, clothing, and lodging for
a needy individual in return for a fixed sum.
It is not clear whether the indigent person was to be
taken in by his custodian or whether the commitment was
simply to see that the needy had adequate housing and
provisions. Explanations of individual arrangements are
rare and, as in the case of Hugh Ivy's agreement with the
vestry, ambiguous:
Hugh Ivy undertakes to diet lodge and take care 
of Thomas Muscelwhite a poor infirm Man till the 
laying of the next Levy on his_ .remaining at 
his House, at ten Shillings /per/' Month. 41
The inclusion of the conditional phrase "on his remaining at
his House" suggests that the arrangement with Ivy was
extraordinary. Consequently, if "his House" in this case
refers to Ivy?s home, then normally "keeping" a poor
parishioner referred not to a bed-and-board arrangement,
but merely to arranging for care and provisions as required.
 ^I'Ve s try Book, 2 81
3 G
However, the phrase “his remaining" undoubtedly refers to 
the indigent Muscelwhite, and it is likely that the next 
"his" means "his own." In that case, the more usual 
assignment of an indigent person without such a qualification 
indicates that the poor were customarily boarded in the 
households of their custodians.
With the second type of subsidy, the dole, the vestry 
provided both long and shcrt-term relief. Several needy 
parishioners received payments for support of themselves and 
their families over long periods. In these cases there is 
no reference to custodians or administrators of funds, and 
the recipients apparently functioned as heads of households 
while receiving their "allowances" or d o l e s . P a r i s h i o n e r s  
whose subsidies proved insufficient during the year and those 
with sudden emergencies might not be. able to wait for an 
allotment in the next levy some months in the future. 
Therefore, between annual levies, the churchwardens 
allocated funds from parish cash at their disposal or 
located provisions for the indigent which were included as 
expenses in the next levy. Allowances made in kind were 
usually barrels of corn or wheat and hundredweights of pork 
or bacon although in one instance fish was provided.^3
An administrative change apparently occurred in 1762. 
From 1742 to 1761 expenses itemized in tobacco at the
42vestry Book, 240.
43Vestry Book, 155 , 156 , 240 , 248 , 255.
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laying of all parish levies included both types of subsidies 
for the poor. Collectors paid tobacco to the recipients 
mentioned in such entries before the sale of parish collec­
tions. Beginning in 17 62, the vestry included all expenses 
for the poor in the miscellaneous category "levied for the 
use of the parish." Previously they had usually included 
only small, short-term items of poor relief in this entry. 
After 1762, all expenditures for the poor were listed 
separately and were always stated in terms of currency, 
indicating that all payments to the poor were from the cash 
reserve in the hands of the churchwardens. No reason was 
given for this change.
After salaries of the minister, clerks, and sextons, 
the levels of which remained constant through the entire 
period, financial support of parishioners through subsidies 
was the greatest single parish expense although it was a 
small percentage of the total. The following illustration 
of expenses tallied at the laying of the levy in 1745 
suggests parish priorities. The total amount levied to 
cover the expenses of poor relief in that year was 4,500 
pounds of tobacco, and the amount to meet all other expenses 
was 69,589.
At a Vestry held at St Paul's Chapel on Copahonk 
for the Parish of Albemarle in the County of 
Surry, for laying the Levy of the Parish for 
the Year 1744 on the 9tk Day of October 1745
Present 
The Rev<3 William Willie 
Christopher Tatum John Mason Jr.
John Mason Thomas Avent
James Gee Richard Blunt
Moses Johnson James Chappell
Ephraim Parham
Albemarle Parish Dr.
To the Rev^ William Willie as Mint 16,000 /pounds_of
To Cask for s$ Tobacco at 4 P Ct 640 tobacco/
To Chris? Tatum as Clk & Sexton to the Church 1,600
To Gregory Rawlings as Clk. to Spring Swamp
Chappel1 1,200
To Edward Shelton as Sexton to the same 400
To Robert Nicolson as CLk to the Stands
Giappel 9 M9 . 900
To John Andrews as Clk to the same 3 M9 300
To Joseph Hix jr Sexton to the same 400
To Robert Jones jun? as Clk to the Vestry 400
To William Ross for keeping Alex? Pendix One Year 800
To William Jones for keeping Owin Jones one Year 500
To Charles Gillam for keeping Hinchia Gillam
One Year 500
To William Rogers an Allowance Lame Man 600
To Robert Farrington as Clk to St Marks Chappell 1,200
To Peter Green as Sexton to the sane . 400
To Ml Aug. Claiborne for his Acct against the
Parish 738
To John Jones for his Acct against the Parish 100
To Thomas Butler for 4 Parish Levies p<?
Cap? Briggs twice /no entry/
To Ephraim Parham for his Acct against the Parish
at 11/3 224
To Robert Jones junior for his Acct against
the Parish 666
To William Rogers for keeping Celia Rogers 11 MQ 900
To John Smith for keeping 2 Orphan Children 6 M? 600
To Will. Ross for his Act against the Parish 259
To an Allowance to WT Barlow an Infirm Man 300
To an Allowance to John Tomkins IndB 300
To levied for the use of the Parish 39,989
To the Collector for Collect*? & PayV
69896 in InspP? Notes at 6 P Ct 4,193
74,089
P? Ct
By 1723 Tythables at 43 P Poll 74,089 42
42vestry Book, 30.
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To determine total parish income, and thus to estimate 
what percentage was expended for the care of the poor, it 
is necessary to combine information in the churchwardens 1 
cash accounts and the levy items in tobacco. Unfortunately, 
there are extant churchwardens' accounts for only ten of the 
years in which levies are known. By converting both levies 
stated in terms of tobacco and accounts stated in Virginia 
currency to English sterling, total income can be compared 
with debits for poor relief. The percentages in Chart B 
are conservative figures determined by dividing totals 
of identifiable poor expenses in churchwardens’ accounts by 
the total income from both levies and fines. Since it 
is difficult to correlate each debit with a vestry order, 
only poor charges that could be corroborated were counted. 
Consequently, the resulting percentage for each year 
understates the parish's liability for the poor.
Without exception, salaries were the greatest annual 
parish expense. Although occasionally as high as 75 
percent, they averaged approximately 5 3 percent of the 
parish income. Care of the poor was the next largest single 
item. Remaining charges against the parish were for a 
variety of goods and services which ran the gamut from 
elements for communion to advertisements of sales in the 
Virginia Gazette and the mending of a rat-eaten surplice. 
Numerous debits for repair and construction of church and 
glebe property appear, two of which for large carpenter's bills 
in 17 7 2 explain the low percentage for poor care in that year.
40’
CHART B
Minimum Percentage of Total Parish Income 
Expended for Poor Relief, 
Albemarle Parish, Virginia
1748-1749 8.65
1750
1756
1757
1758
1769
1770
1771
1772
9.16 
11.54 
22 . 84 
10 .97 
15.72
12 . 58
23 . 29
7.81
(source: Vestry Book of Albemarle Parish
1742-1787)
While the care of the poor was an important financial 
responsibility, according to vestry minutes it was also 
a major concern of vestry meetings. Chart C summarizes the 
subjects of vestry business conducted during sample years 
at five-year intervals. With the exception of meetings at 
which processioners were named for thirty to forty separate 
districts, throughout the period of study the tally of items 
of business recorded shows that more individual actions were 
taken on the matter of the poor than on any other single 
subject. Such an analysis, of course, cannot take into 
account the amount of members' time devoted to each action.
In the Revolutionary period of rising prices and 
increasing sentiment for the disestablishment of the 
Anglican Church, minutes of the vestry became less 
consistent in form and content. Sketchy records indicate
CHART C
Summary of Business Conducted in Vestry 
Albemarle Parish, Virginia 
1745 - 1775
Date 
April 17 45
October 1745
April 1750
October 17 50
November 17 50 
August 17 5 5
November 1755
December 17 55 
April 1760
Total Entries 
4
10
19
1
40
17
3
45
Subjects of Entries
Poor 1
Church Officers 1
Finances 1
Church Maintenance 1
Poor 4
Finances 2
Levy 2
Church Officers 1
Church Maintenance 1
Poor 15
Church Officers 3
Church Construction 1
Levy 2
Church Construction 1
Church Construction 1
Processioners 37
Poor 3
Poor 9
Church Maintenance 3 
Levy 2
Church Officers 1
Processioners 1
Finances 1
Processioners 3
Processioners 37
Poor 4
Finances 3
Church Officers 1
May 1760 Poor
41
42
Date 
June 1760
December 17 6 0
Total Entries 
7
13
(1765 records missing)
April 176 7 10
August 1767 
April 1770
September 1770
November 17 7 0
April 1775
35
6
21
December 177 5 45
Subjects of Entries 
Poor
Processioners
Finances
Poor
Levy
Church Maintenance 
Finances
Poor
Finances 
Church Officers 
Church Property
Processioners 3
Poor
Church Officers 
Levy
Finances
Finances 
Church Officers 
Church Property
Poor 1
Levy
Church Property 
Finances
Finances
Poor
Church Officers 
Church Records
Processioners 43
Poor 2
(Source: Vestry Book of Albemarle Parish, 1742-178 7)
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that pages have been lost, but notes such as those dated 
June 1779 briefly clearing up charges for the poor through 
December 1778 also suggest less regularity in vestry 
m e e t i n g s . D u r i n g  this period parochial organization 
underwent alterations. After 177 6 parish-wide levies no 
longer provided funds for church salaries and maintenance, 
but the legislation required that the vestry continue to 
assess all tithables within the parish and administer poor 
relief "as they have hitherto by law been accustomed. 1146 
In the following year the vestry cited "the great Scarcity 
of that Comoditv /tobacco/ so as to render it almost 
impossible to Collect" in large amounts.47 a result
vestry records of assessments and expenses were more 
frequently in Virginia currency than in tobacco.
In spite of an unsettled ecclesiastical and economic 
situation, collection and disbursement of funds for the care 
of the poor changed little in the 17 70’s and early 17 80’s. 
When poor relief became a countv function in the spring of 
17 86, churchwardens were required to deliver their accounts 
to newly elected county overseers of the poor. This was a 
simple matter since at least two of the five overseers 
listed in the single extant record of county poor relief in 
Sussex were former vestrymen and custodians of the p o o r . 4 8
45yestry Book, 302.
46nening, Statutes, IX, 164-167; Boyd et aiL. , eds. , 
Jefferson Papers, I, 5 32.
4VVestry Book, 299.
48vestry Book, 1, 199 , 272, 274 , 314 , 319.
4 4
Except for date and titles of the administrators of poor 
relief, the 1787 record of a levy to provide for the indigent 
of the county is indistinguishable from previous vestry book 
minutes; its inclusion and survival with the parish records 
indicates continuity in administration of the system of 
poor relief. A court order of October 1787 requiring county 
overseers of the poor to appoint processioners is further 
evidence of their assumption of traditional responsibilities 
of collection and disbursement connected with poor relief.49
^Sussex Orders, 1786-1791, 291 (reel 23) .
CHAPTER IV
THE POOR OF ALBEMARLE PARISH
In 1736 a Virginia justice of the peace compiled a
handbook for local officials which summarized Virginia law
and practice concerning their responsibilities. For the
benefit of those responsible for poor relief he defined
their charges in the following terms:
The legal Poor of this Colony are indigent 
Persons, disabled by Age, Sickness, or 
Corporal Infirmities, and incapable of 
maintaining themselves by their own Labour, 
and therefore are provided for and 
supported at the charge of the Parish 
wherein they have gained a legal 
Settlement.50
This study of relief in Albemarle Parish uses an equally 
broad definition of the poor to include anyone who for any 
reason received a subsidy from the parish or required 
action by the vestrymen or county court justices to prevent 
him or her becoming a parish expense. Such broad interpre­
tation of "poor" is justified by usage in vestry minutes 
and court orders when occasionally they indicate the 
specific causes of need: "poor Indigent Woman," "poor
SOwebb, The Office and Authority, 250.
45
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and impotent Widow," "Poor Prisoner who Dyed in Goal," or 
"poor Stroling b o y . "51
Yet in spite of the breadth of the definition, 
estimates of the number of poor in Albemarle Parish below 
are understated. Only parish expenses clearly identifiable 
as poor relief by cross-checking with vestry book entries 
were tallied. For the purpose of year-to-year comparisons 
of the number of needy in the parish, it is necessary to 
avoid figures inflated by families which include several 
aid recipients. Therefore needy households rather than 
individuals were counted. Indigent parishioners with 
similar names were checked against records of births in the 
parish register, and only when it could be reasonably 
determined that similar names represented different house­
holds were they counted as separate entries.
Graph V indicates the number of identifiable households 
receiving some form of relief. Irregular drastic declines 
in the number of poor probably represent lack of information 
rather than demographic or economic factors. Through the 
period 1742 to 1787 the number of poor shows a steady 
increase similar to the rate of increase in the total 
population (see Graph I, page 12).
Unfortunately, because no parish or county tithable 
lists before 1780 are known, the number of households in
51vestry Book, 12b, 33, 100, 144; Sussex Orders, 
1764-1766, 186 (reel 22); 1777-1781, 30 (reel 23).
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the parish is unknown, and a percentage of poor households 
in the total population cannot be determined. However, if 
we assume that the 17 80 population of Sussex County was 
typical, the tithable list for that year affords a standard 
for estimating the number of households in e cLCh VQaT for 
which the total number of tithables is known. In 17 80 
an average household in Sussex included 4.48 tithables.5 2 
Each year's total number of tithables divided by that figure 
results in an estimate of the number of households in the 
parish. Percentages of the parish population receiving 
aid can be calculated by dividing counts of identifiable 
poor households by estimates of households in the parish. 
Figures arrived at by this method are listed in Chart D; 
they indicate the average percentage of parish population 
receiving aid was 4.36 percent.
Entries in the parish register evidence significant 
communication among needy households, suggesting that they 
may have formed a social stratum. Jane Pare (Pair) 
received parish aid over a ten-year period, and at least 
three of the godparents of her children were also needy 
parishioners. Similarly, Nathaniel Felts, another aid 
recipient, asked Samuel Stokes and Mary Crossland to stand 
at his daughter Winny's christening. Peculiar selections
52sussex County (Virginia) Tithables, 1780, Virginia 
State Library, Richmond.
53vestry Book, 186 , 19 5 , 199 , 236 , 278 , 284 , 288, 304 , 
305, 311, 313, 315; Richards, ed., Register, 62, 29 6.
CHART D
Estimated Percentages of Needy Households
in the Population of Albemarle Parish
1742 - 1787
1742 4. 32 1765 2. 17
1743 (tithables unknown) 1766 2 . 59
1744 4.81 1767 4.48
1745 4.16 1768 6 . 85
1746 4. 30 1769 5.49
1747 3.58 1770 5 . 20
1748 4.70 1771 6.58
1749 3. 14 1772 10 . 69
1750 4.69 1773 6 . 88
1751 4.48 1774 5.76
1752 4.79 1775 1.44
1753 4 . 84 1776 (tithables
1754 1.85 1777 3.86
1755 3.58 1778 1.3 7
1756 2.79 1779 . 8 6
1757 3.11 1780 6 .26
1758 5.05 1781 (tithables
1759 6 . 35 1782 5.01
1760 4 .28 1783 3.04
1761 5.85 1784 3.20
1762 4 . 29 1785 (tithables
1763 2. 85 1786 (tithables
1764 5.87 1787 3.43
unknown)
unknown)
unknown)
unknown)
(Sources: Vestry Book of Albemarle Parish,
Sussex County Tithables, 17 80)
1742-1787;
49
50
as godparents, Stokes and Crossland were unquestionably 
acquaintances as their presentment for adultery indicates.54 
Although generality and inconsistency of language in 
the vestry book and court records make it impossible to 
categorize each instance of poor care, several causes of 
dependency can be identified. The largest single category 
of parishioners incapable of maintaining themselves was 
orphans. Those with estates were placed in the care of 
guardians and received support from their own p r o p e r t y . 55 
Orphans without estates, however, were usually bound out as 
apprentices. In eighteenth-century usage "orphan" referred 
not only to children with no living parents but also to 
those who had lost only their fathers. Thus, apprenticed 
orphans often had a living parent but no source of financial 
support.56
Similarly, the parish discharged its responsibility for
bastards through apprenticeship. If the father of a "base
born" infant was known and was financially able, he was
required by law to rear his child or pay the parish for 
S 7its upkeep. ' Grand jury presentments and fines received 
by churchwardens indicate bastardy was not unusual, and
^Vestry Book, 63, 184, 237, 240, 243, 286; Richards, 
ed., Register, 235; Sussex Orders, 1754-1756, 87 (reel 21).
^Evelyn M. Thomas, "Orphans Courts in Colonial 
Virginia” (M.A. thesis, College of William and Mary, 1964). 
Since orphans with estates were not a financial concern of 
the vestry, they are not dealt with here.
56sussex Orders, 1761-1764, 202 (reel 21); Vestry Book,
192.
Opening, Statutes, VIII, 376.
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numerous "natural born" children lacking paternal support
were bound o u t . ^ 8
When living parents failed to maintain, train, or
educate their children in Christian principles, the court
also ordered apprenticeship. If such failure was due to
neglect, court, action included scathing public criticism
of the parents:
It appearing to the Court That Thomas Burgess 
is an Idle Disolute Person and is not in any 
wise Whatsoever Acting a Fatherly part by his 
Children It is thereupon Order'd That the Church 
Wardens of Albemarle Parish bind out the 
Children of the said Thomas According to L a w . 59
In addition to child neglect, there were cases of abandonment.
In the geographically mobile society of eighteenth-century
Virginia fathers "removed from the county" leaving their
children in "distressed circumstances."60
The court also ordered apprenticeship while parents were
living in order to reduce the expense of aid when an entire
family required relief. One example was Joshua Cotton's
family which did not require relief until the spring of 1772
when the combination of a large family and his wife's serious
illness necessitated parish assistance. In April the court
ordered apprenticeship for Cotton's seven children, and
the vestry ordered that his wife be provided with "Such
58in the period 1742 to 1787 orders of the court to 
bind out indigent children include at least twenty-four 
identifiable bastards.
59surrv Orders, 1741-1744, 60-61 (reel M-1080-15). 
^Sussex Orders, 1754-1756, 174 (reel 21); 1757-1761, 
67, 258 (reel 22).
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Nesaceries as She Shall have Occation o f . S i x  days after
the vestry order William Harrison informed the minister
of the death of Susanna, wife of Joshua Cotton:
This poor Woman was for a long time swell'd 
to an enormous Size. Some said it was Dropsy 
and some said not. However towards the last a 
great Deal of Water discharged from her Feet,
Legs etc, During her illness and when she was 
swell’d to a very great degree was delivered of 
a fine Child which is now alive and thriving.6 2
While apprenticeship provided an inexpensive form of 
relief for numerous orphans, bastards, and indigent children, 
it also afforded a course of action when unusual circum­
stances created parish charges. Unique in the categories of 
needy were the "Son of John Garland who now lays under 
condemnation to be hanged;" Edward Strickland "an Infant 
who it appears was born in England and has left some ship he 
was on board of and is in distressed Circumstances;" and 
John Shripper "a poor Stroling b o y . "63
Since apprenticeship freed the parish of financial 
liability and was the preferred form of relief for indigent 
children, vestry minutes indicating parish maintenance of 
children over a period of years must be explained. A 
comparison of such entries for several years and information 
from the parish register indicates that some children were
^Sussex Orders, 1770-1776, 116 (reel 22); Vestry Book,
257 .
^Richards, ed. , Register, 323.
6Sussex Orders, 1754-1764 , 243 (reel 21); 1770-1776 , 
525 (reel 22); Surry Orders, 1751-1757, 183, 184, 196 
(reel M-1080-17).
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incapable of serving apprenticeship because of youth or 
physical disability. Although Hinchea Gilliam remained in 
his father's care, he was supported by the vestry for eleven 
years until he died and was buried at parish expense. The 
only apparent explanation is one entry which described 
Hinchea Gilliam as "a disabled Person.
Thomas Cullum regularly received financial aid for 
himself and his family over a twenty-year period. In 17 57 
he was allowed three pounds current money for "keeping his 
Son Fredrick & finding him Necessaries the Year Past." The 
vestry discussed Frederick Cullum only once more, on
November 9, 17 58, at which time the senior Cullum was
awarded thirty-five shillings for his son's care to 
September 22. The church register explained why support was 
not for the full year and why the boy was maintained at 
parish expense and not bound out: "Frederick Cullam, a
Distemper'd and senseless Boy, d/ied/ Sept 22, 17 58 ; 
i/nformant/ Thos Cullam."65
In entries concerning subsidies to the poor, names of
women occur more often than those of men. Causes of
dependency were rarely specified, but mention of widows 
and women w7ith children described households of able-bodied
^^Vestry Book, 27, 35, 41, 57, 60, 64, 72, 104, 106, 
112, 113.
65Vestry Book, 103, 107, 111, 115, 137, 143, 195, 233,
236, 244, 253, 271, 184; Richards, ed., Register , 316.
parishioners with no source of financial support.^ Vestry 
explanations for allowances to Elizabeth Arnold included the 
range of descriptive comments applied to women throughout 
the period and indicated how the combination of financial 
difficulty and infirmity increased, the number of needy.
At successive vestry meetings Arnold was described as "an 
indigent woman," "an Old Infirm Impotent Woman," and an 
"ancient and infirm woman."67
Comments in orders concerning relief of male parishioner 
include such descriptions as "aged and infirm: and "needy 
infirm and sickly." In cases included in a list of allowance 
in 1769, for example, one man supported his wife, a "bed­
ridden woman," while another required aid "by reason of the 
Largness of his family."68 jn spite of his age, John Curtis 
was not described as old or infirm,.but his family apparently 
outgrew his ability to provide for them. He was "a poor
y~ aMan with 10 Children he being 76 y °f ade an<a had the St 
Children in 12 years." Since the youngest five were under 
seven years of age, apprenticeship was not possible, and 
the vestry therefore granted an allowance for Curtis's 
family.69
66Vestry Book, 59, 144, 184, 192, 212, 255, 277, 288,
311.
6^Vestry Book, 44, 57, 59.
^Vestry Book, 59 , 258.
^Vestry Book, 278; Richards, ed., Register, 90, 208, 
232, 272, 300.
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While vestrymen, incumbent churchwardens, and the 
minister served at times as custodians for the needy, a 
cross-check of names of the poor and those who administered 
their subsidies indicates custodians and their charges 
shared a similar socio-economic level. In 17 55 John Earv/ood 
agreed to keep a child for twelve months, yet three years 
later his economic circumstances necessitated exemption from 
the parish levy.70 Although William Rose cared for a 
parishioner for five years in the 1740’s, he required an 
allowance of corn for the use of his family in his old a g e . ^ i  
The exceptional custodian of the poor was Moses 
Johnson. For over sixteen consecutive years, one to three 
parishioners were in his care. From 1745 through 1761 a boy 
described as "an impotent Infant," "a base born Child," and 
"a lame Child" received a parish subsidy through Johnson. 
During the same period Johnson administered awards for six 
others: four women, a man, and a sick child. Johnson was
clearly not of the socio-economic stratum of the poor; he 
served twenty-one years as a vestryman until his death at 
the age of sixty-seven and missed few recorded meetings; 
he was a slaveholder, an overseer of bridges for the county,
70vestry Gook, 115, 143.
7ivestry Book, 12, 27, 28, 30, 35, 41, 255.
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and was honored by the title " M i s t e r . W h i l e  Johnson's
attention to the business of the poor was extraordinary,
it indicates an interest in poor relief on the part of
parish leaders beyond requirements of law.
The smallest group of needy identified in vestrymen's
comments was the mentally disabled. Unless mental
disability was just not recognized or was deliberately
ignored, only four mentally handicapped parishioners
received relief during the forty-five years of extant
records. A child "considered an idiot," Thomas Cullum's son,
and two "Lunaticks" received subsidies through responsible 
7 7parishioners. J
When illness or death resulted in unusual expenses, 
churchwardens subsidized the indigent; they located doctors 
and paid for medicine and funeral charges. References to 
parishioners buried by the parish and charges for attendance 
at a "laying in," midwifery, and wetnursing evidenced a 
comprehensive cradle-to-grave system of poor relief 
operating in eighteenth-century Virginia.74
72por parishioners in Johnson's care: Vestry Book, 31,
35, 41, 57, 60, 62, 64, 67, 72, 94, 10 0, 101, 10 4-10 6, 112, 
131, 136, 141-142, 154, 175^-177, 185-186, 190; for Johnson 
as vestryman: Vestry Book, meeting headnotes, passim; for
Johnson's position: Richards, ed., Register, 157-158, 180,
190, 318; for Johnson's county office: Sussex Orders, 1761-
1764, 157 (reel 21).
73sussex Orders, 1782-1785, 14 (reel 23); Vestry Book, 
31, 35, 57, 311, 315.
74vestry Book, passim.
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Revolutionary activity brought a new category of needy
to the attention of court and vestry. In 177 7 identifiable
military dependents first entered the records when children
of a parishioner in the Continental service were bound out.7 5
In seven households receiving aid for war-connected reasons
during the 1780's, six recipients were widows of soldiers
living with their children in "necissitous circumstances."
The other was "a wounded Soldier in Bufords defeat /who/
*7 £lost the use of one hand and the other much disabled."
Names of the poor in records of the vestry and county 
overseers of the poor are similar. County administrators 
of relief had been vestrymen and custodians of allowances 
granted the parish poor. These facts and county court 
involvement in ecclesiastical and civil poor relief 
indicate similar causes of need and continuity in the system 
of relief operating in Albemarle Parish and Sussex County 
before and after 17 86.
75sussex Orders, 1777-1782, 27 (reel 23).
^ S u s s e x  Orders, 1777-1782, 14, 111, 180, 202, 307 
1786-1791, 180 (reel 23); Vestry Book, 311, 313.
CONCLUSION
As a result of the accidents of document survival a 
fairly continuous run of ecclesiastical and civil records 
for Albemarle Parish, Surry and Sussex Counties provides 
an unusually good opportunity to examine a neglected aspect 
of Virginia history. While the economic basis of this 
community differed from that of areas dominated by large 
plantations, its civil and ecclesiastical organizations 
were typical of eighteenth-century Virginia. Therefore a 
study of the care of the poor in this community is a case 
study against which the operation of poor relief in areas 
with less complete records can be compared.
A study of the poor in Albemarle Parish is indeed a 
study of the inarticulate since in these records the poor 
are subjects of discussion or objects of action by others 
rather than the sources of information. Inasmuch as records 
are far from specific, a study of the poor is also a study 
of the inconspicuous. Without collation, the hundreds of 
entries concerning aid to the indigent in ecclesiastical 
and civil records over a forty-five year period reveal little 
to a twentieth-century investigator, though they were 
sufficient in a rural community where officials responsible 
for relief knew their neighbors' causes of need and adminis-
5,9
tered aid in established and expected forms. By comparing 
the brief notes of vestry and court clerks and demographic 
information in the parish register, causes of public 
dependency and methods of relief have been determined.
From law and custom, a comprehensive system of aid to 
anyone incapable of maintaining himself evolved in 
eighteenth-century Virginia. Methods of relief were 
flexible depending on age, sex, and physical capability 
of the needy. While there is evidence that the administrators 
of relief went beyond requirements of law in their attention 
to the needs of the poor, they were practical men who
provided aid to the indigent while keeping parish expenses
and taxes at a minimum. This and the fact that the 
parochial system of caring for the poor continued through the
colonial period and was adopted by civil overseers of the poor
under the Commonwealth of Virginia suggest that the system 
of relief was efficient. It is more difficult to determine 
whether aid was efficient from the point of view of the 
recipients since this would require comments by the 
inarticulate poor.
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